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High LTV Refis as they are added to the portfolio, though 
the High LTV Refis will conform with any guidelines or 
criteria applicable to the Insured’s High Loan-to-Value 
Refinance Option. 

 
Total Initial Principal Balance: $20,952,093,940.13  
 
Number of Loans: 67,670 
 
Limit of Liability:   $733,323,287.90  
  
Limit of Liability Percentage: Three and fifty hundredths of one percent (3.50%) 
 
Insurer’s Deal Percentage:  
 
Insurer's Limit of Liability:    
 
Aggregate Retention:  $136,188,610.61  
 
Aggregate Retention Percentage: Sixty-five hundredths of one percent (0.65%) 
 
Optional Policy Cancellation: On or after sixty (60) months after the Effective Date, the 

Insured may cancel this Policy upon making payment to 
the Insurer equal to the following: (i) the product of (a) 
Total Current Principal Balance, multiplied by (b) the 
Monthly Premium Rate, multiplied by (c) the number of 
months remaining until that date which is one hundred 
twenty (120) months after the Effective Date as stated on 
the Declarations Page, multiplied by (ii) the factor of one-
fifth (0.20), multiplied by (iii) the Insurer's Deal Percentage.  
The Insured shall give prior written notice to the Insurer 
upon electing this action and when the cancellation shall 
be effective.  No cancellation fee will be required if the 
Insured cancels this Policy on or after the date that is one 
hundred twenty (120) months after the Effective Date.  The 
cancellation date in such written notice shall become the 
Termination Date of this Policy, and the Insured shall make 
the required payment to the Insurer within forty-five (45) 
days of providing the written notice. 

 
Currency:     United States of America Dollars 
 
Monthly Premium: The Monthly Premium due and payable under this Policy 

shall be a monthly premium.  The initial Monthly Premium 
shall be calculated as the sum of the amounts derived by 
multiplying (i) the Monthly Premium Rate by (ii) the Initial 
Principal Balance for each Covered Loan, multiplied by (iii) 
the Insurer's Deal Percentage.  All subsequent Monthly 
Premium shall be calculated as the sum of the amounts 
derived by multiplying (i) the Monthly Premium Rate by (ii) 
the Current Principal Balance for each Covered Loan, 
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multiplied by (iii) the Insurer's Deal Percentage, as may be 
reduced due to the application of monthly Current Period 
Deal Modification Loss Amount pursuant to Article VII.(d) 
multiplied by the Insurer's Deal Percentage. 

 
Monthly Premium Rate: 0.0091% 

 
Eligibility Criteria: 

 
(a) Each Covered Loan met the requirements of the Selling Guide, or any variances thereto 

granted in writing by the Insured prior to delivery, at the time it was Delivered to the 
Insured.  The Insured makes no representation as to which variances, if any, apply to 
individual Covered Loans; 
 

(b) Each Covered Loan is a fully amortizing, fully documented, fixed-rate, first lien mortgage 
loan, which has an original term of greater than twenty (20) years and no more than 
thirty (30) years and was secured by Residential Property located in the United States, 
including the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands or Guam on its 
origination date; 
 

(c) Each Covered Loan was originated between January 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021; 
 

(d) Each Covered Loan was Delivered to the Insured between the following dates:   
October 1, 2021 and December 31, 2021; 

 
(e) No Covered Loan had an original loan-to-value ratio that (1) is eighty percent (80%) or 

less, or (2) is more than ninety-seven percent (97%); 
 

(f) Each Covered Loan had primary mortgage guaranty insurance in force if its loan-to-
value ratio at the time it was Delivered to the Insured exceeded eighty percent (80%), 
unless the loan was secured by property located in the State of New York, in which case 
a loan may not be required to have mortgage insurance under the Selling Guide due to 
New York laws and regulations establishing the means for determining “fair market 
value”; 

 
(g) No Covered Loan had ever been thirty (30) days or more delinquent prior to the Effective 

Date; and 
 

(h) No Covered Loan had been in forbearance when Delivered to the Insured or as of the 
Effective Date.  
 

Policy All-Inclusive:  This Policy is comprised of this Declarations Page and 
the various terms and provisions attached to the Policy as 
of the Effective Date. 

 
 
 
 

(Signature Page Follows) 
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IN WITNESS HEREOF, each party hereto has caused this Policy to be executed on its behalf by its duly 
authorized representative as of the date(s) specified below: 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
Federal National Mortgage Association 
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Aggregate Excess of Loss Credit Insurance Policy 
 
Various provisions in this Policy restrict coverage.  Read the entire Policy carefully to determine 
rights, duties and what is and is not covered. 
 
In consideration of the Insured paying the Monthly Premium stated in the Declarations Page to 
the Insurer and in reliance upon the statements in the Declarations Page made a part hereof 
and subject to all of the terms of this Policy, the Insurer hereby agrees, subject to the Insurer’s 
Limit of Liability stated in the Declarations Page, to pay Aggregate Losses to the Insured to the 
extent and in the manner set forth herein. 
 
 
I. INSURING AGREEMENT 
 

(a) After first deducting any valid and collectible primary mortgage guaranty 
insurance (“MI”) that may apply to a Covered Loan, this Policy provides coverage 
for  of the Aggregate Losses of the Insured in excess 
of the Aggregate Retention of the Insured on Covered Loans that Default during 
the Policy Period, subject to the Insurer’s Limit of Liability and all other terms, 
conditions and limitations of this Policy. 

 
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of Article I.(a) above, with regard to any Loss(es) 

owed to the Insured by the Insurer, in the event that the Insured is paid directly 
by any Reinsurer under the Quota Share Contract, or if the Insured were to draw 
down upon any trust under which the Insured is a beneficiary or co-beneficiary 
with regard to this Policy, then, only and solely to the extent of any such Loss(es) 
so received by the Insured, the Insurer is relieved of all corresponding 
responsibilities and liability to the Insured under this Policy for payment of such 
Loss(es). 

 
 
II. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF THE INSURER 
 
The Insurer represents and warrants as follows: 

 
(a) The Insurer is an insurance company duly organized, validly existing and in 

good standing under the laws of  and has all requisite 
company power and authority to own and lease its properties and to carry on its 
business as conducted by it. 

 
(b) The Insurer has taken all corporate action required to authorize the execution, 

delivery and performance of this Policy, and the performance of its obligations 
thereunder, and has received all necessary legal and regulatory approvals for it 
to execute, deliver and perform under this Policy. 

 
(c) The Insurer has the corporate power and authority to execute and deliver, and 

perform its obligations under this Policy. 
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independent review and analysis of the underwriting risk and acknowledges and 
agrees that the Insured has provided the Insurer with sufficient information for 
this purpose.  In entering into this Policy, the Insurer has relied solely upon its 
own investigation and analysis, and the Insurer acknowledges and agrees that, 
except for representations and warranties of the Insured expressly provided in 
Article III. (Representations and Warranties of the Insured), the Insured makes 
no, and has made no, representation or warranty, either express or implied, with 
respect to this Policy or as to the accuracy or completeness of any of the 
information (including projections, estimates or any other forward looking 
forecasts) provided or otherwise made available to the Insurer. 

 
 
III. REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES OF THE INSURED 
 
In accepting this Policy, the Insured hereby agrees, represents and warrants the following to the 
Insurer as of the Effective Date: 

 
(a) Statements and information with respect to any Covered Loan are true, correct 

and complete in all material respects. 
 
(b) Each Covered Loan meets the Eligibility Criteria. 
 
(c) Each Covered Loan will be serviced in accordance with the Servicing Guide. 
 
(d) It has not withheld any information that would reasonably affect the decision of an 

insurer of risks similar to the risk under the Policy, and it has no knowledge of 
any circumstance related to the origination, underwriting or servicing of the 
Covered Loans which could give rise to or increase the likelihood of a loss to 
such insurer at any time during the term of the Policy. 

 
(e) It is duly organized, validly existing and in good standing under the laws of the 

United States. 
 
(f) It has taken all actions required to authorize the execution, delivery and 

performance hereunder. 
 
(g) It is accepting delivery of the Policy in . 
 
(h) The Policy, when executed and delivered, will constitute a legal, valid and binding 

obligation of the Insured as to its obligations hereunder, enforceable except to 
the extent that enforcement may be limited by applicable bankruptcy, insolvency, 
reorganization, moratorium or other similar laws now or hereafter in effect 
affecting creditors' rights generally and subject to the application of equitable 
principles and the availability of equitable remedies. 

 
(i) The execution and delivery by the Insured of the Policy, and the performance by 

the Insured under the Policy, do not and will not require the Insured to possess, 
obtain, make, provide or deliver any consent, waiver, approval, license, permit, 
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order, designation or authorization of, notice to, or registration, filing, qualification 
or declaration with, any governmental authority or other Person, other than 
(1) any of which have been unconditionally obtained or effected (as appropriate) 
and are in full force and effect or (2) any of which the failure to possess, obtain, 
make, provide or deliver do not or will not, individually or together with any one or 
more such other failures, result in the Insurer incurring any liability, or have a 
material adverse effect on (x) the ability of the Insured to perform and comply 
with its respective obligations under the Policy, or (y) the consummation of the 
transactions contemplated under the Policy. 
 

(j) To the best of the Insured's knowledge, the historical loss and loan information 
was accurate at the time provided. 
 

(k) The Insured shall maintain the Minimum Insured Aggregate Retention and retain 
100% of Aggregate Losses until Aggregate Losses exceed the Minimum Insured 
Aggregate Retention.  The Insured may transfer to an Aggregate Retention 
Transferee a portion of the Insured’s interest in the Aggregate Retention up to an 
amount equal to ninety-five percent (95%) of the difference between the 
Aggregate Retention and the Minimum Insured Aggregate Retention. 

 
IV. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 
 

(a) The total liability of the Insurer for Aggregate Losses under this Policy shall in no 
event exceed the Insurer’s Limit of Liability. 

 
(b) Each payment of Aggregate Losses by the Insurer in discharge of its obligations 

under this Policy, and other scheduled payments of Aggregate Losses owed by 
insurers that have written other insurance policies for the pool of loans specified 
on the Declarations Page of this Policy, shall be credited against the Limit of 
Liability, and the result shall be the Remaining Limit of Liability as of the date of 
such payment. 

 
(c) If, after the Effective Date, a Covered Loan is identified as failing to meet the 

Eligibility Criteria, such loan shall be excluded from coverage pursuant to 
Article XI.(b) (Exclusions).  Such loan shall be treated as if it had paid-off, the 
Total Current Principal Balance shall be reduced accordingly, and any Aggregate 
Loss previously paid in connection with such loan shall be returned by the 
Insured to the Insurer.  

 
(d) At twelve (12) months after the Effective Date and for each month thereafter up 

to, but not including, the twenty-fourth (24th) month, the Remaining Limit of 
Liability shall automatically be reduced to the lesser of: 

i. the Remaining Limit of Liability at such date, or 

ii. the greater of: 
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1. one hundred and fifteen percent (115%) of the sum of the Limit of 
Liability Percentage multiplied by the then Total Current Principal 
Balance of all active (i.e., current and delinquent) Covered Loans 
plus the Limit of Liability Percentage multiplied by the unpaid 
principal balance as of the date of Default of all Liquidated 
Covered Loans, or 

2. six hundred fifty percent (650%) of the then Total Current Principal 
Balance of all seriously delinquent (i.e., three (3) months or more 
past due) Covered Loans plus six hundred fifty percent (650%) of 
the unpaid principal balance as of the date of Default of all 
Liquidated Covered Loans. 

As such, at twelve (12) months after the Effective Date and for each month 
thereafter up to, but not including, the twenty-fourth (24th) month, the Limit of 
Liability shall also be reduced to the Remaining Limit of Liability at such date, 
after applying the reduction specified in this Article IV.(d) plus Aggregate Losses 
in excess of the Aggregate Retention as reduced by any applicable Quota Share 
Reduction. 

(e) At twenty-four (24) months after the Effective Date and for each month thereafter 
up to, but not including, the thirty-sixth (36 h) month, the Remaining Limit of 
Liability shall automatically be reduced to the lesser of: 

i. the Remaining Limit of Liability at such date, or 

ii. the greater of: 

1. the Limit of Liability Percentage multiplied by the then Total 
Current Principal Balance of all active (i.e., current and delinquent) 
Covered Loans plus the Limit of Liability Percentage multiplied by 
the unpaid principal balance as of the date of Default of all 
Liquidated Covered Loans, or 

2. four hundred twenty-five percent (425%) of the then Total Current 
Principal Balance of all seriously delinquent (i.e., three (3) months 
or more past due) Covered Loans plus four hundred twenty-five 
percent (425%) of the unpaid principal balance as of the date of 
Default of all Liquidated Covered Loans. 

As such, at twenty-four (24) months after the Effective Date and for each month 
thereafter up to, but not including, the thirty-sixth (36th) month, the Limit of 
Liability shall also be reduced to the Remaining Limit of Liability at such date, 
after applying the reduction specified in this Article IV.(e) plus Aggregate Losses 
in excess of the Aggregate Retention as reduced by any applicable Quota Share 
Reduction. 
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(f) At thirty-six (36) months after the Effective Date and for each month thereafter up 
to, but not including, the sixtieth (60th) month, the Remaining Limit of Liability 
shall automatically be reduced to the lesser of: 

i. the Remaining Limit of Liability at such date, or 

ii. the greater of: 

1. the Limit of Liability Percentage multiplied by the then Total 
Current Principal Balance of all active (i.e., current and delinquent) 
Covered Loans plus the Limit of Liability Percentage multiplied by 
the unpaid principal balance as of the date of Default of all 
Liquidated Covered Loans, or 

2. three hundred percent (300%) of the then Total Current Principal 
Balance of all seriously delinquent (i.e., three (3) months or more 
past due) Covered Loans plus three hundred percent (300%) of 
the unpaid principal balance as of the date of Default of all 
Liquidated Covered Loans. 

As such, at thirty-six (36) months after the Effective Date and for each month 
thereafter up to, but not including, the sixtieth (60th) month, the Limit of Liability 
shall also be reduced to the Remaining Limit of Liability at such date, after 
applying the reduction specified in this Article IV.(f) plus Aggregate Losses in 
excess of the Aggregate Retention as reduced by any applicable Quota Share 
Reduction. 

(g) At sixty (60) months after the Effective Date and for each month thereafter, the 
Remaining Limit of Liability shall automatically be reduced to the lesser of: 

i. the Remaining Limit of Liability at such date, or 

ii. the greater of: 

1. the Limit of Liability Percentage multiplied by the then Total 
Current Principal Balance of all active (i.e., current and delinquent) 
Covered Loans plus the Limit of Liability Percentage multiplied by 
the unpaid principal balance as of the date of Default of all 
Liquidated Covered Loans, or 

2. two hundred percent (200%) of the then Total Current Principal 
Balance of all seriously delinquent (i.e., three (3) months or more 
past due) Covered Loans plus two hundred percent (200%) of the 
unpaid principal balance as of the date of Default of all Liquidated 
Covered Loans. 

As such, at sixty (60) months after the Effective Date and for each month 
thereafter, the Limit of Liability shall also be reduced to the Remaining Limit of 
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Liability at such date, after applying the reduction specified in this Article IV.(g) 
plus Aggregate Losses in excess of the Aggregate Retention as reduced by any 
applicable Quota Share Reduction.  In no event shall the Limit of Liability be 
reduced pursuant to this Article IV.(g) following the Termination Date. 

(h) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Policy to the contrary, the Insurer 
shall have no liability to pay any Aggregate Losses once those Aggregate Losses 
paid by the Insurer equal the Insurer’s Limit of Liability.  The Insured shall be 
solely responsible for any Losses that would otherwise exceed the Limit of 
Liability. 

V. CLAIMS AND REPORTING 
 

(a) The Insured shall make available to the Insurer monthly a Notice of Claim.  
Where the Insured wishes to file a Claim, such monthly Notice of Claim on a 
Covered Loan shall be made available within one hundred fifty (150) calendar 
days of the end of the month in which a related REO Sale or Third-Party Sale 
occurs; provided, however, the Insurer shall have no obligation to make payment 
for Aggregate Losses on a Notice of Claim until the Aggregate Retention has 
been exceeded.  The Insured's failure to provide a Notice of Claim within the 
foregoing period shall not relieve the Insurer of its obligations under this Policy, 
provided that such late notice does not prejudice the Insurer in any material way.   

 
(b) The Insured shall provide written notice to the Insurer that the Aggregate 

Retention has been exceeded, and thereafter the Insurer shall submit payment 
for Aggregate Losses as presented in the Notice of Claim on a Covered Loan 
within eleven (11) Business Days of its receipt of the Notice of Claim, and such 
date shall be the "Claim Due Date". 
 

(c) With respect to a Claim, in the event the Insurer does not pay the relevant 
Aggregate Losses by the applicable Claim Due Date, it shall pay interest at a rate 
per annum on such Aggregate Losses calculated on an actual/360 basis as 
follows: 1) if the relevant Aggregate Losses are paid on or before the sixtieth 
(60th) day following the applicable Claim Due Date, the Net Interest Rate due 
upon each relevant Covered Loan, commencing on and including the day 
immediately  following the relevant Claim Due Date up to but excluding the date 
on which the relevant Aggregate Loss is paid; or 2) if the relevant Aggregate 
Loss is paid after the sixtieth (60th) day following the applicable Claim Due Date, 
the Net Interest Rate due upon each relevant Covered Loan, commencing on 
and including the day immediately following the applicable Claim Due Date up to 
and including the sixtieth (60th) day following the applicable Claim Due Date, 
plus the sum of the Net Interest Rate due upon each applicable Covered Loan 
and ten percent (10.00%), commencing on and including the day immediately 
following the sixtieth (60th) day following the applicable Claim Due Date up to but 
excluding the date on which the relevant Aggregate Loss is paid. 

 
(d) As a matter of routine reporting during the Policy, by the last Business Day of the 

month the Insured shall provide the Insurer with the Monthly Servicing Report, 
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which shall be updated and cover activity during the month that is two months 
prior to the publication of the Monthly Servicing Report. 

 
VI. CALCULATION OF LOSS 
 

(a) If a Covered Loan has MI that reduces the Insured's loss on such Covered Loan 
to zero, there is no Loss to calculate in connection with such Covered Loan and 
no payment shall be due from the Insurer on a Claim for Loss with respect to 
such Covered Loan. 
  

(b) If Article VI.(a) above does not apply, then once a Property securing a Covered 
Loan, or a delinquent Covered Loan itself that is twelve (12) months or more past 
due, has been sold by, or with the approval of, the Insured, the Loss shall be 
calculated as the sum of: 

 
i. the Default Amount, and 

ii. interest at the Net Interest Rate computed on the Default Amount from 
the date of Default until the date of the Third-Party Sale or REO Sale, 
provided, however, that in no event shall the time for which accumulated 
delinquent interest is included in the Loss exceed forty-five (45) months, 
and 

iii. the amount of Advances paid by the Insured prorated (based on the 
number of days) through the date the Claim is provided in the Monthly 
Servicing Report, 

less 
 

iv. the amount of all rents and other payments (excluding proceeds of hazard 
and/or homeowner's insurance) collected or received by the Insured, prior 
to the date the Claim is provided in the Monthly Servicing Report, and that 
the Insured is entitled to retain, which are derived from or in any way 
related to the Property, and 
 

v. the amount of cash remaining in any escrow account as of the last 
payment date, if such cash secures the debt, and 
 

vi. the amount of cash to which the Insured has retained the right of 
possession as security for the Covered Loan and all sums as to which the 
Insured has the right of set-off, and 
 

vii. the amount paid by the hazard insurer under applicable hazard and/or 
homeowner's coverage policies, which has not been applied to the cost of 
restoring and repairing the Property or which has not been applied to the 
payment of the Covered Loan, and 
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viii. the net proceeds of the Third-Party Sale or REO Sale, consisting of the 
gross sales price less all reasonable and necessary costs incurred in 
obtaining and closing the sale, and 
 

ix. the Amount Due on MI, and 
 

x. the amount of any indemnification or make-whole proceeds paid to the 
Insured by a Servicer or party otherwise responsible to the Insured in 
connection with a Covered Loan. 

 
(c) An example of the Loss calculation is provided in Exhibit B. 

 
(d) In the event that part or all of the Property is taken by eminent domain, 

condemnation or by any other proceedings by a federal, state or local 
governmental unit or agency, the Insured shall require that the Borrower apply 
the maximum permissible amount of compensation awarded to reduce the 
unpaid principal balance of the Covered Loan in accordance with Applicable Law 
and the terms of the Covered Loan. 

 
(e) Notwithstanding any other provision of this Policy to the contrary, the Insurer 

shall have no liability to pay any Loss unless and until the Aggregate Losses 
exceed the Aggregate Retention as specified in the Declarations Page.  The 
Insured shall be solely responsible for Loss until Aggregate Losses exceed the 
Aggregate Retention. 

 
 
VII. LOSS ADJUSTMENTS; APPLICATION OF CURRENT PERIOD DEAL MODIFICATION 
LOSS AMOUNT 

 
(a) Indemnification Proceeds.  Before the Termination Date, if the Insured is paid 

any indemnification or make-whole proceeds by a Servicer or any party 
otherwise responsible to the Insured in connection with a Covered Loan after the 
Insurer has paid a Loss on such Covered Loan, the Insured shall pay to the 
Insurer such proceeds up to the aggregate amount of Loss paid by the Insurer on 
such Covered Loan.  All such proceeds paid to the Insurer shall reduce 
Aggregate Losses. 
 

(b) Collection Activities. 
 

i. In connection with a Covered Loan where a Notice of Claim is provided in 
the Monthly Servicing Report by the Insured pursuant to Article V.(a) 
(Claims and Reporting) prior to the date the Aggregate Retention has 
been exceeded, any amounts received by the Insured as a result of 
Collection Activities shall be retained by the Insured and all such 
proceeds shall reduce Aggregate Losses. 

  
ii. In connection with a Covered Loan where a Notice of Claim is provided in 

the Monthly Servicing Report by the Insured pursuant to Article V.(b) 
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(Claims and Reporting) after the Aggregate Losses exceed the Aggregate 
Retention, any amounts received by the Insured as a result of Collection 
Activities shall be for the benefit of the Insurer and be paid to the Insurer, 
net of any third-party expenses incurred by the Insured to receive such 
amounts or the right to receive such amounts, up to the aggregate 
amount of Loss paid by the Insurer on such Covered Loan.  For purposes 
of this Article VII.(b)(ii), the Insured shall apply its same standards as it 
would apply in the normal course of Collection Activities pursuant to 
Article VII.(b)(i) above.  All such amounts paid by the Insured to the 
Insurer before the later of (x) the date of payment by the Insurer of the 
final Loss eligible to be paid under this Policy, or (y) the Termination Date 
shall reduce Aggregate Losses. 

 
(c) Termination Date.  For purposes of Article VII.(b)(ii) above, the occurrence of the 

Termination Date shall not affect the Insured's obligation to pay such amounts to 
the Insurer. 
 

(d) Application of Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount.  On a monthly 
basis after first applying Losses to the Aggregate Retention and Limit of Liability, 
Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount, if any, will be applied in the 
following order of priority: 

 
i. first, Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount in excess of 1.15% of 

the Remaining Aggregate Retention shall be applied against the 
Aggregate Retention until the Remaining Aggregate Retention is equal to 
zero; 
 

ii. second, Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount, multiplied by the 
Insurer's Deal Percentage shall be applied to reduce the Monthly 
Premium until the Monthly Premium is equal to zero; and, 
 

iii. third, Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount, multiplied by the 
Insurer’s Deal Percentage shall be applied against the Limit of Liability 
until the Remaining Limit of Liability is equal to zero. 

 
At the Termination Date, Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount will no 
longer be applied as described above. 

 
 
VIII. CANCELLATION  

 
(a) This Policy shall automatically cancel on the Termination Date set forth on the 

Declarations Page, unless cancelled earlier in accordance with Article VIII.(b) 
through (f) below, in which event this Policy shall be cancelled on the 
Termination Date described below in Article VIII.(b) through (f).  Within sixty (60) 
days following the Termination Date set forth on the Declarations Page or, if 
applicable, the Termination Date determined pursuant to Article VIII.(b) or (c): 
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i. if the Insured determines that the Aggregate Retention has not 
been exceeded and would not be exceeded if the Total 
Current Principal Balance of all Covered Loans then in Default 
were added to the Aggregate Losses, then this Policy shall 
cancel on the Termination Date and the Insurer shall not be 
liable for any payment of Aggregate Losses; 

 
ii. if the Insured determines that the Aggregate Retention has not 

been exceeded, but would be exceeded if the Total Current 
Principal Balance of all Covered Loans then in Default were 
added to the Aggregate Losses, then such Covered Loans in 
Default shall remain covered under this Policy until the earlier 
of the date such Covered Loans are no longer in Default or 
become Liquidated Covered Loans, and the Insurer shall 
continue to pay Losses in connection with such Liquidated 
Covered Loans without further payment of premium by the 
Insured;  

 
iii. if the Insured determines that the Aggregate Retention has 

been exceeded, then all Covered Loans then in Default shall 
remain covered under this Policy until the earlier of the date 
such Covered Loans are no longer in Default or become 
Liquidated Covered Loans, and the Insurer shall continue to 
pay Losses in connection with such Liquidated Covered Loans 
without further payment of premium by the Insured; and 
 

iv. the Insured shall notify the Insurer whether subclause (a).i., 
(a).ii., or (a).iii., above applies. 

 
(b) The Insurer may cancel this Policy in the event of non-payment of Monthly 

Premium if the Monthly Premium has not been paid pursuant to 
Article IX. (Monthly Premium).  In such case, the Insurer may cancel this Policy 
by providing written notice to the Insured stating when the cancellation shall be 
effective but in no case less than thirty (30) days from the missed Monthly 
Premium due date.  The cancellation date in such written notice shall become the 
Termination Date of the Policy.  If the Insured pays the Monthly Premium on or 
before the effective date of the cancellation, this Policy shall continue in full force 
and effect. 
 

(c) The Insured may cancel this Policy upon:  (i) the insolvency of the Insurer or the 
Insurer having been placed into bankruptcy, liquidation, rehabilitation, 
receivership, supervision, administration, conservation, winding-up or under a 
scheme of arrangement or similar proceedings (whether voluntary or 
involuntary), or proceedings having been instituted against the Insurer, for the 
appointment of a receiver, liquidator, rehabilitator, supervisor, administrator, 
conservator or trustee in bankruptcy, or other agent known by whatever name, to 
take possession of its assets or control of its operations, or any similar 
proceeding has been commenced with respect to the Insurer unless, in each 
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case, such proceeding is involuntary and is controverted within ten (10) calendar 
days and is dismissed within thirty (30) calendar days, of commencement of such 
proceeding; (ii) a breach in any material respect by the Insurer of any 
representation or warranty provided in Article II. (Representations and Warranties 
of the Insurer) or a breach in any material respect of any covenant or agreement 
of the Insurer contained herein; (iii) the receipt by the Insurer of a cease and 
desist order or any similar order from a regulatory authority that it ceases and 
desist in writing all or part of its business; or (iv) material non-compliance by the 
Insurer with the terms of this Policy.  The Insured shall give written notice to the 
Insurer stating the grounds for such action and when the cancellation shall be 
effective.  The cancellation date in such written notice shall become the 
Termination Date of this Policy. 

 
(d) The Insured may cancel this Policy if the Total Current Principal Balance is 

reduced to no more than ten percent (10.00%) of the Total Initial Principal 
Balance.  The Insured shall give written notice to the Insurer upon electing this 
action and when the cancellation shall be effective.  The cancellation date in 
such written notice shall become the Termination Date of this Policy.   

 
(e) The Insured may cancel this Policy under the terms of the Optional Policy 

Cancellation as specified on the Declarations Page, and the cancellation date 
shall become the Termination Date each as described in the terms of the 
Optional Policy Cancellation as specified on the Declarations Page. 

 
(f) This Policy shall automatically cancel if the Remaining Limit of Liability at any 

monthly reporting period is zero dollars ($0.00), subject to adjustment pursuant to 
Article VII.(a), and the Insured shall not then be liable for any Monthly Premium, 
except for outstanding amounts that may have accrued prior to that time and may 
still be owed thereafter.  The date of such automatic cancellation shall become 
the Termination Date of this Policy. 

 
(g) Under all cancellation provisions in Article VIII.(a) through (c) above, the Insured 

shall not be liable for any Monthly Premium that may accrue after the 
Termination Date, and the Insurer shall not be liable for any Loss on Covered 
Loans that Default after the Termination Date.  (For the avoidance of doubt, with 
respect to a cancellation under Article VIII.(a) through (c) above, the Insured shall 
remain liable to pay any Monthly Premium that accrues prior to, but is not 
payable until after, the relevant Termination Date.)  Under all cancellation 
provisions in Article VIII.(d) and (e) above, the Insured shall not be liable for any 
Monthly Premium that may accrue after the Termination Date, and the Insurer 
shall only be liable to pay Claims filed by the Insured prior to the Termination 
Date.  (For the avoidance of doubt, with respect to a cancellation under Article 
VIII.(d) and (e) above, the Insurer shall not be liable for Loss on Covered Loans 
that are in Default as of the relevant Termination Date but for which the Insured 
has not filed a Claim.) 
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IX. MONTHLY PREMIUM 
 
The initial Monthly Premium due and payable under this Policy shall be calculated as specified 
on the Declarations Page of this Policy, and the Insured will make its best effort to pay the initial 
Monthly Premium and each subsequent Monthly Premium by the last day of the month for which 
it is due.  For example, the Monthly Premium due for January shall be paid by January 31.  The 
Insured's obligation to pay Monthly Premium on a Covered Loan ceases on the last day of the 
month in which such loan becomes a Liquidated Covered Loan. 
 
 
X. REDUCTION UNDER QUOTA SHARE CONTRACT 
 
Notwithstanding any other provision of this Policy to the contrary, in the event of a Quota Share 
Reduction to which the Insured has given its written consent, the Limit of Liability, the 
Remaining Limit of Liability, the Aggregate Retention, Losses on Covered Loans, Current Period 
Deal Modification Loss Amount and the Monthly Premium will each be revised as follows: 
 

(a) the Limit of Liability will be revised to equal the Limit of Liability on the date prior 
to the Reinsurer Reduction Date less the product of the Quota Share Reduction 
Percentage and the Remaining Limit of Liability on the date prior to the Reinsurer 
Reduction Date. 

 
(b) the Remaining Limit of Liability will be revised to equal the Remaining Limit of 

Liability on the date prior to the Reinsurer Reduction Date less the product of the 
Quota Share Reduction Percentage and the Remaining Limit of Liability on the 
date prior to the Reinsurer Reduction Date. 

 
(c) the Aggregate Retention will be revised to equal the Aggregate Retention on the 

date prior to the Reinsurer Reduction Date less the product of the Quota Share 
Reduction Percentage and the Remaining Aggregate Retention on the date prior 
to the Reinsurer Reduction Date. 

 
(d) on and after the Reinsurer Reduction Date, the Loss as otherwise calculated 

pursuant to Article VI.(b) (Calculation of Loss) and Current Period Deal 
Modification Loss Amount will be reduced in the same proportion as the Quota 
Share Reduction. 

 
(e) the Monthly Premium will be reduced prospectively in the same proportion as the 

Quota Share Reduction as respects any month beginning with the month in 
which the Reinsurer Reduction Date occurs.  The Reinsurer Reduction Date may 
only occur on the first calendar day of a month. 
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any dispute or other matter arising under this Policy which is not disposed 
of with finality under Article XII.(a).  No suit or action for recovery of any 
Aggregate Losses under this Policy shall be sustained in favor of the 
Insured in any court of law or equity unless the Insured has materially 
complied with the terms and conditions of this Policy, except a suit or 
action where the issue is whether the Insured materially complied with the 
terms and conditions of this Policy or what was required to do so, and 
unless the suit or action in equity is commenced within three (3) years, or 
such longer period of time as may be permitted by Applicable Law, after 
(i) the Claim has been presented to the Insurer or (ii) the date on which 
the cause of action accrued, whichever is earlier.  No suit or action on the 
Insurer's disposition of a Claim or any Aggregate Loss may be brought 
against the Insurer until sixty (60) days have elapsed from the relevant 
Claim Due Date.  The parties to this Policy expressly waive the right to a 
jury trial. 

 
ii. If a dispute arises concerning a Covered Loan and involves either the 

Property or the Insured, the Insurer has the right to protect its interest by 
defending any action arising from such dispute, even if the allegations 
involved are groundless, false or fraudulent.  The Insurer is not required 
to defend any lawsuit involving the Insured, the Property, or a Covered 
Loan.  The Insurer and the Insured shall each bear its own costs and 
expenses for any litigation under this Article XII.(b).  

 
(c) Parties in Interest - This Policy shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of 

the Insurer and its successors and assigns and the Insured and its successors 
and such assigns as may be permitted by the Insurer.  Neither the Borrower, nor 
the Servicer, nor any successor owner of a Property, nor any primary mortgage 
guaranty insurance Insurer, nor any other Person is included or intended as a 
third-party beneficiary to this Policy. 

 
(d) Governing Law; Conformity to Statute - This Policy shall be governed by, and 

construed and enforced in accordance with, the laws of  
(excluding the conflict of laws rules).  Any provision of this Policy that is 

in conflict with the law of that jurisdiction is amended by this Article XII.(d) to 
conform to the minimum requirements of that law. 

 
(e) Co-ordination and Duplication of Insurance Benefits - The coverage under 

this Policy shall be excess over any valid and collectible MI that may apply to a 
Covered Loan, regardless of the type of or the effective date of such other 
coverage, and regardless of whether such MI was required by or purchased for 
the Insured or may protect the Insured as a third-party beneficiary or otherwise. 

 
(f) Duty of Cooperation; Access to Records - The Insured and the Insurer shall 

cooperate in good faith with one another in the administration of this Policy, 
including the resolution of any disputes arising under this Policy.  Upon 
reasonable notice from the Insurer, the Insured shall provide access to its non-
privileged records that pertain to this Policy for purposes of allowing the Insurer 
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to obtain information related to any Covered Loan and the Insured's handling 
thereof under this Policy.  "Non-privileged" as used herein, means records not 
subject to the Attorney-Client Privilege or the Attorney Work Product Doctrine in 
accordance with Applicable Law.  For any privileged documents or information 
withheld, the Insured shall, in consultation with the Insurer, take steps as 
reasonably necessary to provide the Insurer with the information it reasonably 
requires to evaluate its obligations and/or potential exposure under this Policy 
without causing a loss of such privilege. 

 
(g) Electronic Data - The Insurer and the Insured agree that each may originate, 

maintain, and share information, documents or other data (in this Article XII.(g) 
referred to as "data") as electronic records using electronic media generally 
accepted as usual and customary for business records (e.g., e-mail, secure web-
portals) and that such data are as acceptable for all purposes under this Policy 
as data maintained in printed or written form, so long as the data is not denied 
legal effect or enforceability solely because it is in electronic form.  Notices 
required by this Policy may be sent by electronic means and if so sent shall have 
the same effect as if sent in paper form. 

 
(h) Non-Public Personally Identifiable Information - Any disclosure of Non-Public 

Personally Identifiable Information shall comply with all state and federal statutes 
and regulations governing the disclosure of Non-Public Personally Identifiable 
Information.  Disclosing or using such information for any purpose not authorized 
by Applicable Law is expressly forbidden without the prior written consent of the 
Insured. 

 
(i) Public Statements - The Insurer consents to the public disclosure of any or all 

terms of this Policy.  The Insurer further agrees that it will not make any public 
statements, including press releases, about this Policy without the prior written 
approval of the Insured unless required by law or regulation, in which case the 
Insurer will give the Insured written notice no less than three (3) days in advance 
of such disclosure. 

 
(j) Amendments; No Waiver; Rights and Remedies - 

 
i. No condition or requirement of this Policy shall be deemed waived, 

modified or otherwise compromised unless that waiver, modification or 
compromise is stated in a writing properly executed by the party so 
waiving.  Each of the conditions and requirements of this Policy is 
severable, and a waiver, modification or compromise of one shall not be 
construed as a waiver, modification or compromise of any other. 
 

ii. No right or remedy of the Insurer provided for by this Policy shall be 
exclusive of, or limit, any other rights or remedies set forth in this Policy or 
otherwise available to the Insurer at law or equity. 

 
iii. This Policy shall not be altered, modified or amended without the prior 

written consent of the Insurer and the Insured. 
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XIII. DEFINITIONS 
 

Advances - means those amounts paid by the Insured and related to the Covered Loan 
or Property for the following: (i) normal and customary hazard and/or homeowner's 
insurance premiums; (ii) taxes, assessments and other public charges imposed on the 
Property; (iii) solely in instances of Default, commercially reasonable and necessary 
expenses for protection and preservation of the Property; (iv) condominium fees, 
homeowner association dues and other pro-rated portions of shared fees related to the 
common areas attendant to the Property, to the extent ascertainable and necessary to 
maintain the priority of the first lien; (v) if the Covered Loan is secured by a Cooperative 
Property, maintenance fees, cooperative association dues and other pro-rated portions 
of shared fees related to the common areas attendant to the Cooperative Property, to 
the extent ascertainable; (vi) commercially reasonable and necessary expenses to 
complete a foreclosure alternative (e.g., a short sale or deed-in-lieu of foreclosure), 
including any incentives paid to the Borrower (e.g., the Insured's "Cash for Keys") and/or 
to the Servicer to facilitate such alternative; and (vii) commercially reasonable and 
necessary expenses to complete foreclosure, eviction and Deficiency Judgment  
proceedings, as appropriate, including court costs and actual attorney's fees. 

 
 Aggregate Losses – means for all Covered Loans, as of any particular date, the sum of 

all Losses with respect to fully completed Notices of Claim provided by the Insured to the 
Insurer and the sum of all Applied Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amounts, 
pursuant to Article VII.(d) from the Effective Date to such particular date. 

 
Aggregate Retention - means the amount of Aggregate Losses that shall be retained 
by the Insured (and, if applicable, any Aggregate Retention Transferee) before receiving 
insurance benefits under this Policy, as specified in the Declarations Page of this Policy.  
The Aggregate Retention shall be calculated by multiplying the Aggregate Retention 
Percentage by the Total Initial Principal Balance. 
 
Aggregate Retention Percentage - means the percentage specified as such on the 
Declarations Page of this Policy. 

 
Aggregate Retention Transferee - means a party to whom the Insured may transfer a 
portion of the Insured’s Aggregate Retention; provided, however, the Insured must 
maintain the Minimum Insured Aggregate Retention. 

 
Amount Due on MI - means either: 
 

(a) the credit enhancement proceeds reflected in the Monthly Servicing Report 
received by the Insured on the Covered Loan insured under a policy of primary 
mortgage guaranty insurance, and, if applicable, a credit for any amount that should 
have been paid to the Insured under such policy but for the fact that the Covered Loan 
was insured by a mortgage guaranty insurance company that is making partial (or no) 
payments due to its financial inability or insolvency, or;  
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 (b) in the event of (i) a denial of a claim by the mortgage guaranty insurance 
company under a policy of primary mortgage guaranty insurance insuring the Covered 
Loan (except for claims denied where physical damage to a Property is determined as 
the principal cause of default), or (ii) a rescission of coverage by the mortgage guaranty 
insurance company under a policy of primary mortgage guaranty insurance insuring the 
Covered Loan after the time a claim is filed under such policy; the amount calculated 
using the "percentage guaranty option" (or "percentage of loss" or other comparable 
term as used in the applicable primary mortgage guaranty insurance policy) specified 
when the applicable primary mortgage guaranty insurance coverage was originated. 
 
Applicable Law - means any controlling:  (i) federal, state, local, or foreign law, statute 
ordinance, or common law; or (ii) rule, regulation, directive, judgment, order, writ, 
injunction, ruling, decree, arbitration award, agency requirement, license, or permit of 
any governmental authority.   
 
Applied Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount - means the amount of the 
Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount that is applied against the Aggregate 
Retention or the Limit of Liability pursuant to Article VII.(d).  
 
Appraisal - means an appraisal or alternative method of valuation (such as an 
automated valuation model or AVM) used to determine the market value of a Property 
that complies with:  (i) the valuation requirements of the Insured if the Covered Loan was 
required to be originated in compliance with the valuation requirements of the Insured; or 
(ii) customary mortgage loan origination practices that are acceptable to the Insurer if the 
Covered Loan was not required to be originated in compliance with the valuation 
requirements of the Insured.  

 
Borrower - means any Person required to repay the debt obligation created pursuant to 
the Covered Loan.  The Borrower may be more than one Person, and the term shall 
include any co-signer or guarantor of the Covered Loan. 

 
Business Day - means any day that the Insurer is normally scheduled to be open for 
business. 
 
Claim - means the request to receive insurance benefits of this Policy filed in 
accordance with, and containing all information required by the Insurer pursuant to, 
Article V. (Claims and Reporting). 
 
Claim Due Date - means the definition given to that term in Article V.(b) (Claims and 
Reporting). 
 
Collection Activities - means activities pursued after Default for the purpose of 
mitigating Losses by obtaining funds from Borrowers.  Such activities include, without 
limitation:  i) Borrower contributions in connection with a pre-foreclosure sale of a 
Property or the acceptance by the Insured of a deed to the Property in lieu of 
foreclosure; ii) non-judicial efforts to pursue deficiencies against Borrowers after 
foreclosure; and iii) judicial efforts to pursue Deficiency Judgments against Borrowers 
after foreclosure.   
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Cooperative Property - means a residential unit ownership of which is evidenced by 
ownership or membership in a cooperative housing corporation and the lease of such 
unit by the corporation to the stockholder or member, who shall be the Borrower. 

 
Covered Loan - means any note or other evidence of indebtedness and the 
indebtedness it evidences, together with the mortgage, bond, deed of trust, or other 
instrument securing said indebtedness, that satisfies the Eligibility Criteria. 

 
Current Accrual Rate - with respect to any payment date and Covered Loan is the 
current mortgage rate (as adjusted for any Modification), less the greater of (x) the 
related servicing fee rate and (y) 35 basis points. 

 
Current Period Deal Modification Loss Amount - means, with respect to a month, the 
sum of the Current Period Modification Loss Amounts for each Covered Loan that has 
experienced a Modification.  
 
Current Period Modification Loss Amount - means, as reported in the applicable 
Monthly Servicing Report, with respect to each payment date and any Covered Loan 
that has experienced a Modification:  
 

(a) one-twelfth of the Original Accrual Rate multiplied by the UPB of such 
Covered Loan, minus  

(b) one-twelfth of the Current Accrual Rate multiplied by the interest 
bearing UPB of such Covered Loan. 
 
Current Principal Balance - means the unpaid principal balance of a Covered Loan as 
of the day immediately preceding the first (1st) day of the month for which the 
subsequent Monthly Premium is due and as reported in the applicable Monthly Servicing 
Report.  For the avoidance of doubt, the unpaid principal balance of any Liquidated 
Covered Loan is excluded for purposes of calculating the subsequent Monthly Premium. 

 
Declarations Page - means the cover pages of this Policy, signed by the Insurer, which 
extends the coverage indicated therein on the Covered Loans, subject to the terms, 
conditions, and limitations of this Policy.  

 
Default - means the failure by a Borrower to pay when due a non-accelerated amount 
equal to or greater than one (1) regular scheduled payment due under the terms of a 
Covered Loan or the failure by a Borrower to pay all amounts due under a Covered Loan 
after the exercise by the Insured of the "due on sale" provision of such Covered Loan.  
Default does not mean any non-monetary default or violation of any other term or 
condition of the Covered Loan that would allow for acceleration of the debt or foreclosure 
or other action to realize upon the security provided by the Covered Loan.  A Covered 
Loan is deemed to be in Default for the period for which, as of the close of business on 
the installment due date, a scheduled installment payment has not been made, as 
reported on the Monthly Servicing Report.  For example, a Covered Loan is "four (4) 
months in Default" if the monthly installments due on January 1, February 1, March 1, 
and April 1 remain unpaid as of the close of business on April 1. 
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Default Amount - means the unpaid principal balance of a Covered Loan on the date of 
Default, excluding penalties.  However, such amount does include:  a) amounts added to 
such balance, if any, as a result of Negative Amortization or Modification; b) adding back 
any principal forgiveness amount that was subtracted as a result of Modification; and 
c) the amount, if any, that was discharged in a Chapter 13 bankruptcy "cramdown." 

 
Deficiency Judgment - means a court judgment imposing personal liability on the 
Borrower for the unpaid amount remaining under the terms of a Covered Loan when the 
proceeds of a foreclosure sale of the Property securing the Covered Loan were 
insufficient to fully satisfy the outstanding debt. 
 
Delivered - means, as used in the Selling Guide, a lender's sale of a mortgage loan to 
the Insured that the Insured conveys to a mortgage-backed security ("MBS") trust under 
the terms of the Insured's MBS program, or a lender's sale of a whole mortgage loan to 
the Insured that the Insured holds in its portfolio and may include in a later MBS pool 
that it forms. 
 
Effective Date - means the date on which coverage under this Policy becomes effective 
as specified on the Declarations Page of this Policy. 
 
Eligibility Criteria - means those conditions of coverage applicable to each Covered 
Loan as specified on the Declarations Page of this Policy. 

 
Exclusions - mean those exclusions from coverage set forth in Article XI. (Exclusions). 

  
Initial Principal Balance - means the unpaid principal balance of a Covered Loan on 
the Effective Date. 

 
Insured - means the Insured identified on the Declarations Page of this Policy. 
 
Insurer - means the Insurer identified on the Declarations Page of this Policy. 
 
Insurer's Limit of Liability - means the maximum amount of Aggregate Losses, 
exceeding the Aggregate Retention, for which the Insurer is responsible under this 
Policy.  As of the Effective Date, the dollar limit for the Insurer's Limit of Liability is 
specified on the Declarations Page of this Policy.  Subsequent to the Effective Date, the 
Insurer's Limit of Liability shall be calculated as the product of a) the Insurer's Deal 
Percentage, multiplied by b) the Limit of Liability. 

   
Limit of Liability - means the maximum amount of Aggregate Losses, exceeding the 
Aggregate Retention, insured under all insurance policies for the pool of loans specified 
on the Declarations Page of this Policy.  The dollar limit for the Limit of Liability is 
specified on the Declarations Page of this Policy.  The Limit of Liability shall initially be 
calculated by multiplying the Limit of Liability Percentage by the Total Initial Principal 
Balance.  
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Limit of Liability Percentage - means the percentage specified as such on the 
Declarations Page of this Policy. 
 
Liquidated Covered Loan - means a Covered Loan in Default where title to the 
Property securing such loan was transferred via foreclosure, deed-in-lieu of foreclosure 
or a Third-Party Sale and where a Claim has not yet been filed or where a Claim has 
been filed and is pending settlement.  For avoidance of doubt, a Liquidated Covered 
Loan does not include any such loan where a Claim has been filed and settled.  The 
date of any such title transfer shall be reported by the Insured in the Monthly Servicing 
Report. 

 
Loss - means the amount as calculated in Article VI. (Calculation of Loss), subject to the 
terms, conditions, and limitations of this Policy. 
 
Loss-on-Sale Calculation - means the method of calculating the Loss pursuant to 
Article VI. (Calculation of Loss). 
 
MI - has the meaning set forth in Article I.(a). 
 
Minimum Insured Aggregate Retention - means an amount equal to the Minimum 
Insured Aggregate Retention Percentage multiplied by the Total Initial Principal Balance. 
 
Minimum Insured Aggregate Retention Percentage - means one-quarter of one 
percent (0.25%). 
 
Mixed-Use Property - means a dwelling that features distinct functional use for both 
residential and commercial business purposes including, for example but not limited to, a 
two-story structure in which one floor serves as a commercial business (e.g., shop, office 
space, etc.) and the other floor serves as residential space for the owner of the dwelling 
and the commercial business. 
 
Modification - means any change, unless such change is prescribed in the loan 
documents, to the:  a) amount of indebtedness (for example, capitalization of interest 
arrearages); b) interest rate; c) interest rate adjustment period; or d) use of escrow funds 
or other funds of a Covered Loan.  For the avoidance of doubt, Modification shall not 
include amounts solely related to i) principal forgiveness, ii) the extension of the term of 
amortization schedule of a Covered Loan, or iii) High LTV Refis.  In addition, a mortgage 
rate modification that results in an increased mortgage rate with respect to any Covered 
Loan (after giving effect to all scheduled mortgage rate modifications thereon) shall not 
constitute a Modification.  For example, a mortgage rate modification that provides for a 
mortgage rate reduction from 4% to 2%, followed by a future, scheduled step-up in the 
mortgage rate from 2% to 5%, shall not be a Modification for purposes of this Policy.  By 
contrast, a mortgage rate modification that provides for a mortgage rate reduction from 
4% to 2%, followed by a future, scheduled step-up in the mortgage rate from 2% to 4%, 
shall be a Modification for purposes of this Policy. 
 
Monthly Premium - means the amount to be paid by the Insured to the Insurer for the 
coverage afforded by this Policy, as specified on the Declarations Page of this Policy. 
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Monthly Premium Rate - means the premium rate so specified on the Declarations 
Page of this Policy to be used in computing the Monthly Premium. 
 
Monthly Servicing Report - means an electronic file, substantially in the form of 
Exhibit A unless otherwise updated and made available by the Insured, containing all 
active Covered Loans and Liquidated Covered Loans, including information on the 
status of Covered Loans in Default.  The Monthly Servicing Report shall be the sole 
means by which the Insured shall notify the Insurer of Defaults on Covered Loans and to 
calculate a Loss under this Policy. 
 
Negative Amortization - means the additions to the principal amount of a Covered 
Loan arising from the insufficiency of optional payments or regularly scheduled 
payments to cover interest as it accrues against the principal amount of the Covered 
Loan as provided for in the loan documents relating to the Covered Loan. 
 
Net Default Interest - means the amount calculated pursuant to Article VI.(b)(ii) 
(Calculation of Loss). 
 
Net Interest Rate - means interest at the contract rate stated in the Covered Loan (or as 
otherwise subject to Modification in accordance with the Servicing Guide, as provided in 
Article III.(c) (Representations and Warranties of the Insured)), less the greater of (i) 
thirty-five hundredths of one percent (0.35%) or (ii) the actual Servicing Fee for the 
Covered Loan.  In no event shall the Net Interest Rate be less than zero. 
 
Non-Public Personally Identifiable Information - means such term or similar term as 
defined under Applicable Law. 
 
Notice of Claim - means the Current Period Credit Event Net Gain or Loss and the 
Current Period Modification Loss Amount as specified in Exhibit A of this Policy. 
 
Optional Policy Cancellation - means the basis for cancellation of this Policy as 
specified on the Declarations Page. 
 
Original Accrual Rate – with respect to any Covered Loan is the mortgage rate as of 
the origination date, less the greater of (x) the related Servicing Fee and (y) 35 basis 
points 
 
Original Value - means the lesser of the sales price of the Property (only applicable in 
the case of a Covered Loan made to finance the purchase of such Property) or the 
market value of the Property established by an Appraisal, which value was obtained by 
the loan originator in connection with the Covered Loan at the time it was originated. 

 
Person - means any natural person, or any corporation, partnership, association or 
other legally-recognized entity. 
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Policy - means this contract of insurance together with the Exhibits and the Declarations 
Page, which are incorporated herein and made part of this Policy with respect to the 
Covered Loans to which they relate. 
 
Policy Period - means the period specified as such on the Declarations Page of this 
Policy. 

 
Property - means the Residential real property and all improvements thereon including 
any chattel items (including any built-in appliances) which are an element of the market 
value stated in the Original Value, including all replacements or additions to the chattel 
items, together with all easements and appurtenances, all rights of access, all rights to 
use (as well as any co-ownership interests in) common areas, recreational and 
appurtenant facilities, and all replacements or additions to those items. 
 
Quota Share Contract - means the quota share reinsurance contract entered into by 
and between the Insurer and the Reinsurers. 
 
Quota Share Reduction - means a reduction in the liability reinsured under the Quota 
Share Contract. 
 
Quota Share Reduction Percentage - means the percentage by which the liability 
reinsured under the Quota Share Contract is reduced pursuant to a Quota Share 
Reduction. 
 
Reinsurer Reduction Date - means the effective date of a Quota Share Reduction 
under the Quota Share Contract. 
 
Reinsurers - means, collectively, all duly licensed reinsurance entities accepting liability 
under the Quota Share Contract by signing an Interests and Liabilities Agreement 
attached thereto. 
 
Remaining Aggregate Retention - means, the Aggregate Retention reduced by 
Aggregate Losses and as adjusted by any applicable Quota Share Reduction.  In the 
event of a Quota Share Reduction, the Remaining Aggregate Retention shall equal the 
remainder of the Aggregate Retention resulting from subtraction of Aggregate Losses 
determined on the date prior to the Reinsurer Reduction Date, as such remainder is 
reduced in the same proportion as the Quota Share Reduction.  For avoidance of doubt, 
as an example, where the Aggregate Retention is $50,000,000, Aggregate Losses 
totaled $30,000,000, and the Quota Share Reduction results in the Aggregate Retention 
being reduced to seventy-five percent (75%), the Remaining Aggregate Retention as of 
the Reinsurer Reduction Date would be $15,000,000 ([$50,000,000 - $30,000,000] X 
0.75). 
 
Remaining Limit of Liability - means, as of any particular date, the Limit of Liability as 
reduced by Aggregate Losses actually paid to the Insured by the Insurer, and other 
scheduled payments of Aggregate Loss owed by insurers that have written other 
insurance policies for the pool of loans specified on the Declarations Page of this Policy, 
in excess of the Aggregate Retention and as adjusted by any applicable Quota Share 
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Reduction.  In the event of a Quota Share Reduction, the Remaining Limit of Liability 
shall equal the remainder of the Limit of Liability resulting from subtraction of Aggregate 
Losses in excess of the Aggregate Retention, determined on the date prior to the 
Reinsurer Reduction Date, as such remainder is reduced in the same proportion as the 
Quota Share Reduction.  For avoidance of doubt, as examples, (i) where the Limit of 
Liability is $300,000,000, Aggregate Retention is zero, Aggregate Losses totaled 
$30,000,000, and the Quota Share Reduction results in the Limit of Liability being 
reduced to seventy-five percent (75%), the Remaining Limit of Liability as of the 
Reinsurer Reduction Date would be $202,500,000 ([$300,000,000 - $30,000,000] X 
0.75), and (ii) where the Limit of Liability is $300,000,000, Aggregate Retention is 
$50,000,000, Aggregate Losses totaled $80,000,000, and the Quota Share Reduction 
results in the Limit of Liability being reduced to seventy-five percent (75%), the 
Remaining Aggregate Retention as of the Reinsurer Reduction Date would be $0, and 
the Remaining Limit of Liability as of the Reinsurer Reduction Date would be 
$202,500,000 ([$300,000,000 - $30,000,000] X 0.75). 
 
REO Sale - means a sale of a Property by the Insured after foreclosure or after receipt 
from the Borrower of a deed-in-lieu of foreclosure. 

 
Residential - means 

 
a. a type of building which is designed for occupancy by not more than four (4) 

families, or 
 
b. a single condominium or planned unit development unit, or 
 
c. a Cooperative Property, or 
 
d. a Mixed-Use Property, provided that the mixed-use represents a legal, 

permissible use of the Property under local zoning requirements, the Borrower 
occupies the Property as a principal residence, the Borrower is both the owner 
and operator of the commercial business located in the building, and the Property 
is primarily intended for residential use, or 

 
e. any other single residence unit as to which good and merchantable title may be 

held or conveyed freely under law (including but not limited to manufactured 
housing). 

 
Selling Guide - means the Insured's single family Selling Guide, as such guide existed 
at the time the Covered Loans were Delivered to the Insured. 
 
Servicer - means that Person, other than a natural Person, that at a given time is 
servicing a Covered Loan (or acting as a master servicer, if subservicing is also 
involved) on behalf of the Insured and pursuant to the Servicing Guide and any 
applicable delegation of authority that the Insured may have made to the Servicer to 
perform loss mitigation without the prior approval of the Insured.  Actions required by this 
Policy to be performed by the Insured may, at the option of the Insured, be performed by 
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a Servicer.  The Servicer acts on behalf of the Insured in performing acts under this 
Policy. 

 
Servicing Fee - means that portion of the contract rate of interest, as such contract rate 
is stated in the Covered Loan (or as otherwise subject to Modification in accordance with 
the Servicing Guide, as provided in Article III.(c) (Representations and Warranties of the 
Insured)), which is retained by the Servicer of the Covered Loan to compensate it for its 
responsibilities and actions as Servicer of the Covered Loan. 

 
Servicing Guide - means:  (a) the Insured's single family Servicing Guide, as such 
guide currently exists or as it may be periodically amended by announcement, lender 
letter, notice, or other Servicer communication, for general application to single-family 
loans serviced by all of the Insured's servicers; and (b) any exceptions, pilots, or 
variances to the Servicing Guide authorized by the Insured. 
 
Set-up File - means the initial Monthly Servicing Report. 
 
Termination Date - means the date on which this Policy terminates as specified on the 
Declarations Page of this Policy, or as effected in Article VIII (Cancellation). 

 
Third-Party Sale - means 

 
a. a sale of a Property arranged by the Servicer and/or by the Borrower, and 

approved by the Insured or by the Servicer on behalf of the Insured pursuant to a 
delegation of authority from the Insured, prior to foreclosure, or 

 
b. a foreclosure or trustee's sale of a Property to a third-party at a price equal to or 

greater than the minimum bid established and submitted by the Servicer, or 
 

c. a sale of a Covered Loan by the Insured to a third-party. 
 

Total Current Principal Balance - means the sum of the unpaid principal balance of all 
Covered Loans as reported in the applicable Monthly Servicing Report.  For the 
avoidance of doubt, the unpaid principal balance of all Liquidated Covered Loans is 
excluded for purposes of calculating the renewal Monthly Premium. 
 
Total Initial Principal Balance - means the sum of the Initial Principal Balance of all 
Covered Loans, as stated on the Declarations Page of this Policy. 
 
UPB - means the unpaid principal balance of a Covered Loan. 
 

Pronouns, when used in this Policy, shall mean the singular or plural, masculine or feminine, as 
the context requires. 
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36 PREPAYMENT PREMIUM MORTGAGE FLAG ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

37 INTEREST ONLY INDICATOR ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

38 
FIRST PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST PAYMENT DATE FOR INTEREST 
ONLY PRODUCTS DATE MMYYYY 

39 MONTHS TO AMORTIZATION FOR INTEREST ONLY PRODUCTS NUMERIC 9(3) 

40 CURRENT LOAN DELINQUENCY STATUS ALPHA-NUMERIC X(2) 

41 LOAN PAYMENT HISTORY ALPHA-NUMERIC X(48) 

42 MODIFICATION FLAG ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

43 MORTGAGE INSURANCE CANCELLATION INDICATOR ALPHA-NUMERIC X (2) 

44 ZERO BALANCE CODE ALPHA-NUMERIC X(3) 

45 ZERO BALANCE EFFECTIVE DATE DATE MMYYYY 

46 UPB AT THE TIME OF REMOVAL FROM THE REFERENCE POOL NUMERIC 9(10).99 

47 REPURCHASE DATE DATE MMYYYY 

48 SCHEDULED PRINCIPAL CURRENT NUMERIC 9(10).99 

49 TOTAL PRINCIPAL CURRENT NUMERIC 9(10).99 

50 UNSCHEDULED PRINCIPAL CURRENT NUMERIC 9(10).99 

51 LAST PAID INSTALLMENT DATE DATE MM/01/YYYY 

52 FORECLOSURE DATE DATE MM/01/YYYY 

53 DISPOSITION DATE DATE MM/01/YYYY 

54 FORECLOSURE COSTS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

55 PROPERTY PRESERVATION AND REPAIR COSTS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

56 ASSET RECOVERY COSTS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

57 MISCELLANEOUS HOLDING EXPENSES AND CREDITS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

58 ASSOCIATED TAXES FOR HOLDING PROPERTY NUMERIC 9(10).99 

59 NET SALES PROCEEDS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

60 CREDIT ENHANCEMENTS PROCEEDS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

61 REPURCHASES MAKE WHOLE PROCEEDS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

62 OTHER FORECLOSURE PROCEEDS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

63 NON INTEREST BEARING UPB NUMERIC 9(10).99 

64 PRINCIPAL FORGIVENESS AMOUNT NUMERIC 9(10).99 

65 ORIGINAL LIST START DATE DATE MM/01/YYYY 

66 ORIGINAL LIST PRICE NUMERIC 9(10).99 

67 CURRENT LIST START DATE DATE MM/01/YYYY 

68 CURRENT LIST PRICE NUMERIC 9(10).99 

69 BORROWER CREDIT SCORE AS OF THE AT-ISSUANCE DATE NUMERIC 9(3) 

70 CO-BORROWER CREDIT SCORE AS OF THE AT-ISSUANCE DATE NUMERIC  9(3) 

71 BORROWER CURRENT CREDIT SCORE NUMERIC 9(3) 

72 CO-BORROWER CURRENT CREDIT SCORE NUMERIC 9(3) 

73 MORTGAGE INSURANCE TYPE NUMERIC 9(1) 
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74 SERVICING ACTIVITY INDICATOR ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

75 CURRENT PERIOD MODIFICATION LOSS AMOUNT NUMERIC 9(10).99 

76 CUMULATIVE MODIFICATION LOSS AMOUNT NUMERIC 9(10).99 

77 CURRENT PERIOD CREDIT EVENT NET GAIN OR LOSS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

78 CUMULATIVE CREDIT EVENT NET GAIN OR LOSS NUMERIC 9(10).99 

79 HOMEREADY PROGRAM FLAG ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

80 FORECLOSURE PRINCIPAL WRITE-OFF AMOUNT NUMERIC 9(10).99 

81 RELOCATION MORTGAGE INDICATOR ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

82 ZERO BALANCE CODE CHANGE DATE DATE MMYYYY 

83 LOAN HOLDBACK INDICATOR ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

84 LOAN HOLDBACK EFFECTIVE DATE DATE MMYYYY 

85 DELINQUENT INTEREST NUMERIC 9(10).99 

86 PROPERTY VALUATION METHOD ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

87 HIGH BALANCE LOAN FLAG ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

88 ARM ≤ 5 YR FLAG ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

89 ARM PRODUCT TYPE ALPHA-NUMERIC X(100) 

90 MONTHS UNTIL FIRST PAYMENT RESET NUMERIC 9(4) 

91 MONTHS BETWEEN SUBSEQUENT PAYMENT RESETS NUMERIC 9(4) 

92 INTEREST RATE CHANGE DATE DATE MMYYYY 

93 PAYMENT CHANGE DATE DATE MMYYYY 

94 ARM INDEX ALPHA-NUMERIC X(100) 

95 ARM CAP STRUCTURE ALPHA-NUMERIC X(10) 

96 INITIAL INTEREST RATE CAP NUMERIC 9(2).9999 

97 PERIODIC INTEREST RATE CAP NUMERIC 9(2).9999 

98 LIFETIME INTEREST RATE CAP NUMERIC 9(2).9999 

99 MARGIN NUMERIC 9(2).9999 

100 BALLOON INDICATOR ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

101 PLAN NUMBER NUMERIC 9(4) 

102 BORROWER ASSISTANCE PLAN ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

103 HLTV ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

104 DEAL NAME ALPHA-NUMERIC X(200) 

105 REPURCHASE MAKE WHOLE PROCEEDS FLAG ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

106 ALTERNATIVE DELINQUENCY RESOLUTION ALPHA-NUMERIC X(1) 

107 ALTERNATIVE DELINQUENCY RESOLUTION COUNT NUMERIC 9(3) 

108 TOTAL DEFERRAL AMOUNT NUMERIC 9(10).99 
 
Original UPB, as well as UPB at Issuance and Current Actual UPB to the extent reported in a Monthly 
Servicing Report made available during the first six (6) months from the Loan Origination Date, have been 
rounded. 
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EXHIBIT B 

 
Loss Calculation Example 

 
 
 

Third-Party Sales and REO Sales 

Original Value  $   280,000  
Coverage Effective Date LTV 90% 
Initial Principal Balance  $   252,000  
    
Default Amount  $   248,000  
Net Default Interest   $     15,000  
Advances  $       4,500  
MI and other credits*  $    (78,950) 
Net Proceeds of Sale  $  (170,000) 
     Loss-on-Sale Calculation  $     18,550  
    
Loss  $     18,550  
    

Amount of Loss included in Aggregate 
Losses  $     18,550  
 
*Including estimated amounts that would 
have been received had a claim been 
payable under a policy of primary 
mortgage guaranty insurance   
  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




